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Two approaches to efficiency evaluation of store-and
rorward deadlock (SFD) prevention controllers are discus
sed. It is shown that traditional efriciency evaluation 
for such controllers, i.e. the one performed with respect 
to controller liberality for packet access to nodal buf
fers, can be sometimes misleading. Namely, it occurs that 
controllers which are more restrictive are also able to 
prevent nodal congestion and they can be considered as 
network congestion control support. 

1. I NTRODUCT I ON 

Prevention of deadlocks as well as network ' throughput degradation 

due to overload is the main runction of flow control in packet 

networks [1]. In general, however, controllers which prevent SFD 

limit packet access to buffer pools in network nodes which seems 

to be in contradiction with the desired maximization of network 

throughput. This general observation has induced some authors to 

design controllers which put as few restrictions of packet 

admittance to nodal buffers as possible (e.g. see [2]-[5J). In 

particular, in [3] a family of hop-count local controllers has 

been extended. The locality of controller means that controller 

decision whether to accept or to reject a packet is made according 

to local information accessible at a node in which this controller 

is applied. In [3J the local controller is defined as a set of all 

possible packet acceptance decisions with respect to nodal 

states. Efficiency measure ror such controllers is defined in such 

way that a partial order on the considered ramily or controllers 

is introduced and it is said that controller Cl is "better" than 

C2 if C2 CC1 , i.e. Cl is less restrictive than C2 . Quite similarly, 

in C~], a controller is characterized by the number of all nodal 

states when this controller is applied. Thus, one can expect that 

the Qreater the number of nodal states for a given controller the 

'less restrictive is this controller with respect to network 

throughput. 
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Seemingly both mentioned appLoaches aLe Light, however, one must 

remember that controllers which prevent SFO are in ract elements 

of rlow control which should also pLevent congestion in packet 

netwoLks. But, as it is well known, it is necessary to place 

constraints on the flow to control it. In other words in order to 

prevent network throughput rrom degradation under heavy load 

conditions, it is necessary to apply mechanisms which can 

errectively limit access or trarric into network nodes. Thus, in 

the light of the above remarks, it seems reasonable to evaluate 

erriciency or local SFD preventing controllers with respect to 

network throughput rather than considering their liberality ror 

packet access to nodal burfers. 

The aim of this paper is to introduce a very simple analytical 

method for evaluating the ability or some local SFO preventing 

controllers to perform simultaneously local congestion control 

runctions. In other words the influence of buffer pool partition-

ing introduced by a controller will be considered with respect to 

network performance. This approach will be compared with that pro

posed earlier. 

2. ANALYSIS 

Let us consider a node of a packet network and assume that any 

arriving packet is classified with respect to number of hops which 

this packet has so far traversed in the network. Let U = {u: 

u=O,l, ... ,k) be the set of all packet classes distinguished at the 

considered node. A u-class packet is a packet which has traversed 

u, u=O,l, ... ,k, hops so far. The buffer pool B of the considered 

node is partitioned into k+l groups B, u=O,l, ... ,k, such that 
u 

UUEU Bu=B. Let bu=IBul and b=IBI. A state of the considered node 

is defined as a vector ~ = [nCO),nCl), ... ,nCk)], where nCu) is the 

number of u-class packets, u=D,l, ... ,k, at this node at a given 
~ instant. Moreover, let N = en: n(u)~ bu ' u€U, and L

UEU 
nCu)~ b) be 

the space of all feasible states of the considered node. Finally, 

let us define a binary decision function d: N x U ~ {D,l}, where 

dC~,u)=l in case the considered node accepts a u-class packet in 

state ri and dCri,u)=O in case this packet is rejected. With the 

above notation we can now define a local controller applied at the 
~ . ~ 

considered nods as a set C = {Cn,ul E N x U : dCn,ul=l}. 

Let us .consider two different local ' controllers which prevent SFO 
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and are applied at the considered node. 

1. Complete Partitioning CCP) controller. We have: 

U B =B ueU u 
~ { 1, and for each ueU: dCn,u) = 

O. 

nCu)<b 
u 

nCu)=b 
u 

2. Backward Count CBC) controller [3.6J. We have for each ueU 

such that u>O : B le Band b -b 1=1 and for each ueU: u- u U u-

~ __ {1. 
dCn.u) 

O. 

~EU nCx)<bu 

bu~ ~EU nCx)~b 

When evaluating and comparing efficiency of CP and BC controllers 

both of them will be referenced to Complete Sharing CCS) control

ler which does not prevent srn but introduces no partitioning into 

the buffer pool and because of that makes minimum rejection 

decisions. In order to evaluate controller efficiency we use two 

approaches Csimilarly as in [~]). 

1. At first we evaluate controller efficiency with respect to its 

liberality for packet access to nodal buffers. We do this simply 

by counting the number of all packet acceptance decisions for a 

given controller. Namely we define the following measure: 

1 = 
m 

ICml 
where m = CP,BC. 

For the considered controllers we have: 

ICBCI = (k+l) [ b ] 
k+l 

ICcsl = (k+1) r b+k ] 

l k+1 

k-1 [[ b+ki ] 
+ L {Ck-i) 

i-O 

i=u 

i;-!u 

With the above formulae 1 can be easily evaluated for given 
m 

and b , u = 0.1 •...• k. 
u 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(~) 

b. k 

2. Next, we evaluate controller efficiency with respect to the 

network throughput. In order to be independent of any specific 

network topology and to make the analysis as simple as possible. a 

queueing model of a single node of a homogeneous network is 

consideLed similaLly as it was done in [7] (see Fig.1). Thus, all 
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network nodes are identical and perForm identical Functions. Apart 

From typical exponential assumptions [8J (i.e., input as well as 

transit nodal traFFic are assumed to be stationary Poisson proces

ses, packet lengths are assumed to have the same exponential dis

tribution with mean 1/~ bits, etc.), we assume that all outgoing 

internode links are approximated by a single link (e.g. as in [7, 

9J). On one hand this simpliFies calculations and on the other 

hand this sufFices to illustrate controller behaviour. It is also 

assumed that probability P. for an input packet to pass over i 
l. 

hops in the network, i = 1,2, ... ,k, is known (local traffic, i.e. 

packets passing over 0 hops, is not considered for simplicity). 

Such assumption is Justified when modelling networks with virtual 

circuits established before packet transmission. Moreover, we 

assume that exit packets are never blocked. 

packets to be 
retransmitted 

retransmitted 
packets 

transit 
packets 

transit packets 
,... ........ --41···· 

controller 

~
xit packets 

....... ---1 I···· ~ 2 ,. input 
packets r r = throughput 

lost packets 

FIGURE 1 
Simplified node model for a homogeneous network. 

The network throughput (with respect to the considered node) is 

given as 

r = r (1- PB
O
)' (5) 

where r is the arrival rate or input packets and PB generally 
u 

denotes the blocking probability ror u-class packets, u = 0,1, ... , 

k. In order to determine PE O (as well as other blocking probabil

ities) let us de~ine more detailed node state description, namely 
~ ~ -t let n = ( n1 , n

2 
J, where n. = (n.CO), n.(1), ... ,n.Ck)J and where 

111 1 

n.Cu) is the number or u-class packets Cu = 0,1, ... ,k) residing at 
l. ' 

queueing system i, i = 1,2. For the accepted assumptions the 

equilibrium state probability PCn) is given by 
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CS) 
n

l 
Cu) , 

wher-e: 

PCO) is the state pr-obability nor-malization constant; 

n
i 

is the number- of packets r-esiding at queueing system 1, i=1,2; 

Gl r P
u 

CI-PBO) 
P1Cu) 

u = u = 1,2, ... ,k-l, C7a) 
CI-PB )CI-PB +l)CI-Gl ) ""1 u u u 

r 
P

1
CO) = and P1Ck) = a, 

C1-PB
1

) 
""1 

r Pu C1-PBa ) 

C1-PBu ) ""2 
u = 0,1, ... ,k; 

" =,..,c.; '-i 1 

c. is the capacity of channel i, 1=1,2; 
1. 

C7b) 

CB) 

Gl is the pr-obability that u-class packet is dir-ected to channel 1 
u 

at the consider-ed node, i.e. Qa = 1 ,Qk = a and 

Gl 
u 

= 

k 
L 

i=u+1 
k 
L P. 

1. i=u 

P. 
1. 

u = 1,2, ... , k-1 . CS) 

Now, we can calculate the equilibr-ium probability of the previous-
~ ~ ly defined state n, namely for- each nEN we have 

-+ PCn) = 

Then, for- u = 0,1, ... ,k we have 

PB = u 

{ ~ : d(~,u)=O } 

(10) 

(11) 

Relations (5)-(11) determine a set of nonlinear implicit equations 

with unknowns PB , u=O,l, ... ,k, which can be solved iteratively by 
u 

the method or successive substitutions (e.g. see C8J). The well 

known ReisB~-Kobayashi algo~ithm can be used to compute P(O) 

togBthe~ with P(~). 
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Numerical results for both approaches are shown in Figs.2-~. It is 

assumed that all transmitted packets are 1000 bits long in 

average, all channel .capacities are ~800 bits/s, the maximum route 

length is 2 hops and each buffer pool consists of 15 buffers (for 

the CP controller b =5, u=O,1,2). Other assumed quantities are 
u 

depicted together with appropriate curves. Fig.2 shows that the BC 

controller is much more liberal with respect to packet access to 

nodal buffers. On the other hand Figs.3-~ show that the CP con

troller provides much better network throughput, especially under 

heavy load conditions. This is observed for both balanced (Fig.3) 

and unbalanced (FiQ.~) external traffic. Similar observations can 

be made considering performance characteristics obtained (using 

the analitical approach introduced in [8J) for a nonhomogeneous 5-

node network with routes up to 3 hops long [10J. 

Lm 
'1.00 BC 
0.80 
0.60 

O.~O 

0.20 
CP 

0.00 
3 9 15 27 33 b 

FIGURE 2 
I vs. buffer pool capacity. m 

A g 
~ 

[packet/5] [packet/5] 
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2.0 2.0 
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0.0 0.0 

O~ to 2.0 3.0 ~.O 5.0 ~ 0.5 to 2.0 3.0 ~.O 5.0 ~ 
[packet/s] [packet/s] 

FIGURE 3 
Throughput vs. balanced load 
CP1=P2=O.S). 

Y:. CONCLUSION 

FIGURE Y: 
Throughput vs. unbalanced load 
CP1=1-P2=O.2) . ' 

In conclusion the following remarks can be made: 
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1. Local controllers preventing SFD and based on burrer pool 

partitioning are also able to prevent nodal congestion. Such 

controllers do not exclude necessity to apply other congestion 

control techniques Ce.g. window end-ta-end), they should rather be 

considered as congestion control support. On the other hand, it 

happens sometimes that local congestion controllers prevent SFD in 

packet networks [11]. 

2. Commonly used criteria for efficiency of controllers preventing 

SFD can be sometimes misleading and that is why they should be 

considered with special care by network designers. 
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